
EDUCATION

IT'S SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST A TALK...

ENGAGEMENT MOTIVATION

SPEAKING INFO

WAYNE
SALMANS

Wayne will boost your audience's motivation, change their way of thinking and
leave your guests feeling energized and inspired. Wayne changes the way people
see things and brings a different perspective.

Wayne knows how to deliver great content and stay connected with his audience.
Wayne has dedicated his life to developing solutions and strategies that make a
significant impact on the quality of people's lives and businesses. In the past
decade he has coached and trained over 5,000 entrepreneurs, was one of the top
coaches for the #1 coaching company in the world, ranked with the top 1% of
Realtors, and voted one of 30 under 30 top Realtors in the nation by Realtor
Magazine. 

CoachWayne@TheHeroNation.com

BRING ENERGY AND INSPIRATION TO YOUR EVENT

coachwayne@theheronation.com @WayneSalmans

www.TheHeroNation.com/speaking
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ABOUT

WAYNE
SALMANS

START 

- Wayne almost died at the age of 17 which jolted him to get clear on his purpose,
“to empower people to be all they can be, to help them transform their lives
fast.”

- Wayne has dedicated his life to develop solutions and strategies that make a
significant impact on the quality of people's lives and businesses.

- In the past decade he has coached and trained over 6,000 entrepreneurs.

- He was one of the top coaches for the #1 coaching company in the world, voted
one of 30 under 30 top Realtors in the nation by Realtor Magazine and one of the
top 50 Real Estate Coaches in America.

- Wayne has been called the empowerment coach, the entrepreneurs mentalist,
the extreme results guy and an epic life strategist, but at the end of the day, his
favorite title is dad.

- When he is not writing, coaching, or speaking you will find him rolling around on
the floor playing Legos with his 5 kids and laughing with his beautiful wife.

- Wayne’s passion is to empower people like you to actively engage and
participate in their own transformation and success to Be Their Own Hero.

FINISH – Play video.
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IT'S SO MUCH MORE
THAN JUST A TALK...

WAYNE
SALMANS

Wayne has been instrumental in my growth and development as a leader.  He’s been able to help me see
my leadership blind spots and has shown me how to effectively address and avoid roadblocks that are not
aligned with our company’s core convictions and vision.  He’s always focused on helping me move and
improve and be driven by purpose instead of reactions.  He’s an amazing coach and motivational speaker.

CHUcK MILLER
First Bank

Wayne was invited to speak at one of our Team Meetings.  We were so excited to have him and he
exceeded our expectations.  Wayne's information was just what we needed and his presentation was high
energy, interactive and super informative.  Our agents walked away from that experience with a set of
instructions on how to improve their business and their lives.  

Mike Mazyck
Mike Mazyck Realty

We recently had Wayne speak at our annual conference event and were thoroughly impressed with his
Keynote address. He was warm and thought-provoking and left our attendees excited and ready to make
the most of our event. Even days later members of the audience were still bringing up topics from his
speech. I would highly recommend working with Wayne!

CHRIS WALL
Franchise Brokers Association
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MEDIA

WAYNE
SALMANS

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Pt_zVGozeCrZbPfbkBBqUKbidNyHeR-B?usp=sharing

HEADSHOTS

https://vimeo.com/showcase/8798724

VIDEOS

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Pt_zVGozeCrZbPfbkBBqUKbidNyHeR-B?usp=sharing
https://vimeo.com/showcase/8798724
https://vimeo.com/showcase/8798724


Wayne needs three (3) items to run his presentation properly:

1.          PROJECTOR

HDMI hook-up and cable is preferred (HDMI Cable). Otherwise, please have
a VGA hook-up and cable (VGA Cable).

2.         SOUND

Please make sure sound can be heard throughout the entire room.

3.         MICROPHONE

Headset or lapel microphone.

*Wayne does NOT need an internet connection to run his presentation.

If any of the three (3) items are NOT available, please let Wayne or someone from
Wayne’s team know immediately.

SET UP
REQUIREMENTS

WAYNE
SALMANS

Wayne’s presentation* is loaded on his MacBook and uses Mac Keynote or
Powerpoint with pre-loaded video clips and images. Please make sure Wayne can
see his MacBook screen from the stage.
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